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ABSTRACT 

A FEASIBILITY STUDY ON THE FASHION BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT 
OF“ILLUMINATION SHOP”IN MALANG 

This study is conducted to find out whether the establishment of 
“Illumination Shop” fashion business is feasible for execution by looking through 
different aspects, such as marketing technique, business management, law, and 
finance. The business of “Illumination Shop” engages in fashion accessories 
sector which main products are accessories, and other fashion products such as 
clothes, pants, bags, and shoes. The research method is the business feasibility 
research study. The types of data used in this study include both primary and 
secondary data. The primary data was collected by using interviews, 
questionnaires, and observations while the secondary data was collected from 
supporting the books, data from the central statistical body or Badan Pusat 
Statistik, and also internet. The results of the study regarding the establishment of 
“Illumination Shop” would cover several aspects. The first one is the marketing 
aspect, which is to increase promotional techniques and areas, and also to 
introduce the brand and the products that would be sold to public. The second 
result is the technical aspect, which is to maintain the quality of the products and 
to sell products with the highest demand. The third result isthe managerial aspect, 
which is the number and quality of the labor. The fourth result is the law aspect, 
which is to meet the requirements of the parties concerned. The last result is the 
financial aspect, which is the feasibility of the business. It is measured based on 
Net Present Value (NPV), Internal Rate of Return (IRR), Payback Period (PP) 
and Profitability Index (PI) as the financial tools with optimistic, moderate and 
pesimistic conditions. At the end of the research paper, results obtained from the 
study show that the establishment of the “Illumination Shop” in Mall Olympic 
Garden located at the Ground Floor Strata number GFS 36 Malang is reasonably 
feasible.  
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